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How to tackle an issue

You observe a phenomenon you do not understand. For instance, you see
electric prices fluctuate a lot. You want to understand it. You could

I produce a theory: a causally linked series of statements about some
factors driving prices. Eg: prices are driven by the amount of electricity
produced globally.

I observe the market for a long time, record the prices and other events
surrounding them, and use statistical techniques to fit the data. It fits:
higher amounts produced are observed when prices are lower.

Have you proved your theory?



Correlation 6= causation

Correlation does not imply causation.

A ∼ B could imply:

I A⇒ B: higher quantity ⇒ lower prices

I B ⇒ A: lower prices ⇒ higher quantity [eg to keep profits constant?]

I no causation in any sense (a spurious correlation)



Correlation 6= causation!

I a common unobserved cause (C ⇒ A and C ⇒ B but A < B)



Correlation 6= causation!

if this doesn’t make you laugh, you haven’t understood. Study more.



Experiments

Experiments are the workhorse for unearthing causal relations in science

I Observe and measure the penomenon of interest [how do you do it?]

I Formulate testable hypotheses [what’s that?]

I Control all possible confounding factors [what’s that?]

I Ceteris paribus: keep all things equal, but one [it means ALL]

I Systematically vary the one variable of interest [how?]

I Compare results with hypothesis: rejected or not? [how?]

If the world does not accord with you, you are wrong, not the world.
[and that’s fine. we learn.]



Economics as a non-experimental science

The economic world is extremely complicated. There are millions of
people and firms, thousands of prices and industries. One possible
way of figuring out economic laws in such a setting is by controlled
experiments.
A controlled experiment takes place when everything else but the
item under investigation is held constant. Thus a scientist trying to
determine whether saccharine causes cancer in rats will hold ”other
things equal” and only vary the amount of saccharine. Same air,
same light, same type of rat. Economists have no such luxury when
testing economic laws. They cannot perform the controlled
experiments of chemists or biologists because they cannot easily
control other important factors. Like astronomers or meteorologists,
they generally must be content largely to observe.

Samuelson, Paul A., and William D. Nordhaus, 1965



Economics as an experimental science

What can we expect to learn from experiments in economics?

I Economies are indeed complicated

I Good data not always available

I Confounding factors abound

I Even if we could isolate a factor, how to run a proper experiment (e.g.
exit the euro?)

I Even if we could run an experiment on a simple class game, how does this
relate to the real world (external vailidity?)

Still, it is possible and there are things to be learned



Some history

up to 1950 some experiments try to build indifference curves and to test
individual decision making

1950s several strands of literature:

1. Chamberlin sets up monopolistic competition markets to
support his theory (begin of IO, markets)

2. Allais, Ellsberg and others start to call into question the
rationality assumptions

3. Several authors start testing game theory after VNM ’The
theory of games and economic behavior ’

1970s Vernon Smith and the double auction – market experiments

1980s Werner Güth and the ultimatum game – bargaing and
experimental game theory

1990s Al Roth, market design, behavioral economics

2000s Experimental explosion: nobel prizes, public goods, policy,
behavioral units

2010s Nudges, generalisation, replication crisis, . . .



Experimental goals

I measure (elicitation)

I theory (assumption) testing

I benchmarking & differentating

I counterfactual building



Measuring and elicitation: Indifference curves - Thurston (1931)

Do you prefer:

6 hats and 9 shoes or 7 hats and 7 shoes

6 hats and 9 shoes or 5 hats and 10 shoes

6 hats and 9 shoes or 7 hats and 5 shoes

. . .

I This procedure allows to build indifference curves

I Experimental setup: suppose an economic entity exists (here: indifference
curves) and ask questions with the aim of measuring it at the individual
level (elicitation)

I entitites we can elicit: risk aversion, time preferences, preferences in
general, willingness to pay, altruism, . . .



Theory testing: Allais paradox (1953)

Please choose

A I Certainty of earning 100 million

B I Probability .1 of earning 500 million
I Probability .89 of earning 100 million
I Probability .01 of earning 0

Please choose again

A I Probability .11 of earning 100 million
I Probability .89 of earning zero

B I Probability .1 of earning 500 million
I Probability .9 of earning 0

Allais found that in choice 1, A � B; in choice 2, B � A



Theory testing: Allais paradox explained

Choice 1 Choice 2
A B A B

89% 100 100 0 0
10% 100 500 100 500
1% 100 0 100 0

I This is a violation of the axiom of Independece from Irrelevant Alternatives

I Experimental setup: directly test the axiom (and find it does not hold)

I What can we test? Usually, axioms: transitivity, completeness, common
knowledge of rationality, . . . ; but all behavioral hypothesis



Counterfactuals

A proper test of a policy requires counterfactuals

I what if policy A implemented?

I what if no policy implemented?

Some ways out

I randomization (but...)

I experiment

A local example



Benchmark + difference: Ultimatum Game

I Two players, A and B.

I A has X euro, B has nothing.

I A has to offer a strictly positive amount y ≤ X to B

I B can accept or reject the offer

I if B accepts, the allocations are (X − y , y)

I if B rejects, the allocations are (0, 0)

Nash equilibrium: A offers minimum possible amount, B accepts

Real play:

I A players offer substantial amounts

I substantial offers (up to 40%) rejected

I irrespective of pie size, country, socio economic status etc...



Benchmark + difference: Ultimatum Gamewhy do we do it

Nobody ever expected people to play Nash

Why do we run these experiments?

I Game provides us with benchmark with clear behavioral consequences

I We can interpret the difference from the benchmark

I Hence: the way in which people depart from Nash is the real object of
analysis

I We can extend the model to accommodate behavior



Experiments

Experiments are the workhorse for unearthing causal relations in science

I Observe and measure the penomenon of interest [how do you do it?]

I Formulate testable hypotheses [what’s that?]

I Control all possible confounding factors [what’s that?]

I Ceteris paribus: keep all things equal, but one [it means ALL]

I Systematically vary the one variable of interest [how?]

I Compare results with hypothesis: rejected or not? [how?]

If the world does not accord with you, you are wrong, not the world.
[and that’s fine. we learn.]



Experiments

Observe and measure the penomenon of interest

I Observation must be objective [it’s 9◦C today vs. it’s cold]

I Measure must follow some standards (loi Carrez)

I Both observation and measure must be replicable



Observation and measure

Formulate testable hypotheses

I Testable hypotheses must be apt to be proven wrong:

I they are falsifiable.

I You should lay them down before running the experiment...

I ...or else you risk ex-post rationalization (and go to hell!)

I because you will always find something...



The importance of ex-ante hypotheses and design

Figure: A pool game with infinite balls: you always score, but which one?

If you try hard enough, you always find something

I especially with the huge amount of data available today

I especially if you test n hypotheses on the same data

I especially if you look for subgroups, special cases...



f this doesn’t make you laugh, you haven’t understood. Study more.



The road to p-hacking – Gelman and Loken

You have collected data y and you want to carry out a test T . What do you
do?

I Simple test: based on a unique test statistic, T . When applied to the
observed data yields T (y)

I Test pre-chosen from a set of possible tests: T (y ; φ), with preregistered
φ. For example, φ might correspond to choices of control variables in a
regression, transformations, data coding and excluding rules, . . .

I Garden of forking paths: computing a single test based on the data, but in
an environment where a different test would have been performed given
different data: T (y ; φ(y)).

I P-hacking : computing T (y ; φj ) for j = 1, . . . , J: that is, performing J
tests and then reporting the best result given the data, thus
T (y ; φbest (y)).



Scientific malpractices

The garden of forking paths the fact that in an analysis you took several dozen
choices, and each one of them can bias your results or generate
false positives; if you do not set a course beforehand, you can
get lost.

Multiple comparison problem the fact that if you make several comparisons,
some of them are bound to be significant by pure chance
(billiard, beans).

p-hacking the fact of running several tests, changing variables, changing
econometric specification until you find some result that has
the crucial p < 0.05 mark.

ex-post rationalization satisfied with your p-hacked result out of the garden of
forking paths, you write up a story pretending that you always
just looked for that result from the very start.

Further reading: A. Gelman, The Garden of Forking Paths

shocking example: fMRI of a dead salmon here

http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/research/unpublished/p_hacking.pdf
http://prefrontal.org/files/posters/Bennett-Salmon-2009.pdf


source: Nine circles of scientific hell

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691612459519


Control of confounding factors

Control all possible confounding factors

I Confounding factors are possible factors influencing your variable of
interest...

I ...other than the one you are studying.

I The presence of these other factor invalidates your results: they might be
spurious

I Think furnace repair and italian wedding soup

Controlling all confounding factors means reaching internal validity

I ...that is, being sure that results are really due to your manipulation only.

Internal validity is the basic minimum without which any experiment
is uninterpretable: Did in fact the experimental treatments maqke a
difference in the experimental instance?



Ceteris paribus vs. randomization

Ceteris paribus: keep all things equal, but one

I This means all things

I Information; time of the day; room temperature; number of people; ...

I But also: awareness of being observed (Hawthorne effect, experimenter
demand effect)

I (this is why medical test have a placebo condition rather than no
intervention)

But can you really control everything? No, but you can randomise

I Some factors can be controlled

I Most others are randomized: you let them vary randomly and rely on a
high number of observations to smooth things out

I As N −→ ∞, random factors cancel each other out

I (example: die roll)



Treatments

Systematically vary the one variable of interest

I These are what is called Treatments

I They can be varied within or between subjects

I Between: different subjects are subjected to different treatments (needs
high N)

I Within: same subject is exposed to all treatments (needs less data, order
effects)

I Mixed within-between: difference in difference (and others)











Hypotheses testing

Compare results with hypothesis: rejected or not?

I Statistical testing can tell us if two samples are different (in mean,
median, distribution, count...)

I Regression analysis or ANOVA can take care of multivariate analyses
(control for common confounds as age, gender...)

Hypotheses are not proved true; they are not proven wrong

I Your tests tell us that you fail to reject the hypothesis.

I This does not mean it is true; it just means it is not random...

I ...and it means the hypothesis is supported by the data.

I other data might prove it wrong; or it might not always apply; or...

Good scientists try as hard as they can to prove themselves wrong



Actual vs. official method



Experiments in Economics – peculiar traits

ExEc is the use of the experimental method in economics

I Usually relies on simple abstraction of real problems (k.i.s.s – keep it
simple, stupid!)

I Usually does not trust subjects to tell the truth unless properly
incentivized to do so

I Usually relies on giving full knowledge to participants

I Never lies and always tells subjects the truth, never deceiving them



Experiments in Economics – peculiar traits

Only in ExEc:

I Incentives are always present and crucial

I Incentive-compatible mechanisms are the rule

I Common knowledge assured

I Ban on deception



Experimental Economics: incentives



Experimental Economics: incentive-compatibility

How much are you willing to pay for a soda can?

I Write the price down on a piece of paper

I hand it over to me (I’ll do some computations)



Experimental Economics: incentive-compatibility

How much are you willing to pay for a soda can?

I Now we sell for real!

I Actual selling price is written down

I Your price will be binding

I If your price ≥ the hidden price, you buy at the hidden price

I If your price ≤ the hidden price, you do not buy.

I Write the price down on a piece of paper

I hand it over to me (I’ll reveal the price later)



Experimental Economics: incentive-compatibility

The difference is the hypothetical bias

I Usually self-declared price > incentivized price

I The second decision is called incentive-compatible

I i.e., you have real consequences, and your best strategy is to reveal your
true preferences

We go at great length to create incentive-compatible mechanisms



Experimental Economics: common knowledge

Rules of the game are common knowledge

I As in the previous example, all was clear before we set up the sale

I No surprises, no changes, no confederates (i.e. false participants)

I Usually instructions are read aloud to make sure that not only everyone
gets the same

I But that everybody knows that everyone has heard the same (common
knowledge)

Common knowledge levels the playing field



Experimental Economics: credibility and the ban on deception

How to be sure that everyone is playing the same game?

I Experimental Economists never lie to subjects

I (this is not the case in psychology experiments)

I Deception (lying or in other ways inducing false beliefs in the subjects) is
banned

I This is made to make sure that the experiment is credible

I Subject can trust the experimenter do to exactly as he said

I Subjects’ beliefs are aligned

I Internal validity is enhanced

Lying is usually the fastest route; no deception means hard work, but
more trustworthy result


